
“Surviving the Math Curse”

n PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
At the beginning of the school year, 

students will be introduced to the book, 
Math Curse, by the dynamic duo Jon 
Scieszka and Lane Smith. In this book, 
students will come to know about a boy 
that is “cursed” to see math in everyday 
situations—“real world” math, if you will 
(wink, wink).  After reading the book, 
students will receive their first letter in 
their very own Math Curse.  

This letter will come from one of 
the many “Math Maniacs” that they will 
encounter throughout the school year. 
These Math Maniacs will each focus 
on a math skill presented throughout 
the year’s math curriculum. In the 
letters, students will be presented with 
challenges, r iddles, puzzles, and 
sometimes even gifts that center around 
concepts such as area, perimeter, 
measurement, angles, and many more. 

Every t ime a new concept is 
introduced to the students, they can 
expect a letter from one of the Maniacs.  
This expectation will keep new concepts 
fresh and hook students into enjoying 
math, which can sometimes seem a 
daunting process. Letters can come 
in many formats such as emails, text 
messages, boxes, or even old school 
snail mail.  Delivery should be really 
hyped up and unexpected.  Students 
will never know when a letter or curse is 
about to hit them.  

For further information contact…

Joshua Farrell
Ridgeview Global 
Studies Academy

1000 Dunson Road
Davenport, Florida 33896

863-419-3171
Joshua.farrell@polk-fl.net
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Following the letter delivery, students 
will evaluate the message and search for 
clues on how to solve the included puzzle 
or challenge.  This will be where the 
introduction to the concept starts.  

After completing the challenge, 
students will be rewarded in various 
manners. For example, students will 
receive three special packages from 
Peri Meter. Based upon the name, you 
can guess that this fine gentleman will be 
teaching your students about perimeter. 
At the conclusion of each challenge, 
students will be asked to summarize 
their learning in their math journals. 
Students will have an understanding 
that the notebooks could be randomly 
scanned by the Math Maniacs.   

Other visitors to the classroom 
may include, but are not limited to: twin 
brother and sister, Tudy and Threedee 
Mentional (geometric shapes), Equi 
Valent (equivalent fractions, decimals, 
and percents), Alge Bro (algebraic 
thinking, expressions, and equations), 
Dee Vide (division),  and many more.

n OVERALL VALUE 
Overall, this project is a kid-friendly 

motivation piece that focuses on 
including every type of learner during the 
math/reading block.  Individual school 
curriculum can easily be incorporated into 
this program.  The use of Math Maniacs 
will be supplemental to your everyday 

curriculum. These crazy visitors, pen-
pals, and “friends” are merely there to 
help encourage your students to have a 
greater understanding of some of math’s 
more abstract concepts.

n LESSON PLAN TITLES
• Presents from Peri Meter: Fun 

with Perimeter, Area, and Volume
• Surviving the Math Curse with 

the Help of the Math Maniacs
• Shopping Spree with Equi Valent
• Ruined Vacation with Alge Bro 

n MATERIALS 
See individual lesson plans for 

materials.

n ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
Joshua Farrell is a fourth grade 

teacher at Ridgeview Global Studies 
Academy. He was born and raised in 
Polk County, and just purchased his 
first home in South Lakeland. Josh is 
excited to say that he will be graduating 
from University of South Florida with 
his Masters in Educational Leadership 
this August. In his free time, Josh loves 
to run, go to the gym, and find creative 
and interesting things to use in his 
classroom. 
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“Surviving the Math Curse” Joshua Farrell
LP No 1: Presents from Peri Meter: Fun with Area, Perimeter & Volume

n SUBJECTS COVERED
Math, Reading, and Writing

n GRADES
4th grade, but also covers review concepts 
from 3rd, and previews 5th grade.

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will… 

… be able to compute perimeter.
… identify the difference between 

perimeter and area of a two- 
dimensional shape.

… be able to describe and determine 
area on a square grid.

… understand and use the area 
formula (area = base x height) 
to compute area.

… be able to select appropriate 
units of measurement to solve 
real-world area problems. 

… be able to compute volume using 
the appropriate formula (V = L x 
W x H).

n MATERIALS
• Letters from Peri Meter (attached 

as Document)
• Three Boxes in various sizes
• Three types of incentives
• Math Style Treat Bags
• Math Superhero Certificates 

(Attached as a Document)
• Wrapping Paper
• Trade Books on Area, Perimeter, 

and Volume
• Rulers and Meter Sticks
• Math Journal
• Grid Paper
• Crayons, pencils, and scissors
• Three-Dimensional Cubes 
• Access to the Internet and the 

free website www.studyjams.com 
• Depending on the activities 

chosen, you will find the materials 
listed below

n SUNSHINE STATE 
STANDARDS 

MA.4.G.3.1- Describe and determine 
area as the number of same-sized 
units that cover a region in the plane, 
recognizing that a unit square is the 
standard unit for measuring area.

MA.4.G.3.2- Justify the formula for the 
area of the rectangle “area = base 
x height”.

MA.4.G.3.3- Select and use appropriate 
units, both customary and metric, 
strategies, and measuring tools to 
estimate and solve real-world area 
problems.

MA.3.G.5.1- Select appropriate units, 
strategies, and tools to solve 
problems involving perimeter.

MA.5.G.3.2- Describe, define, and 
determine surface area and volume 
of prisms by using appropriate units 
and selecting strategies and tools.

n COMMOM CORE 
 STATE STANDARDS 
Math. 4.MD.A.1 Know relative sizes 

of measurement units within one 
system of units including km, m, cm; 
kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec. Within 
a single system of measurement, 
express measurements in a larger 
unit in terms of a smaller unit. 
Record measurement equivalents 
in a two-column table. For example, 
know that 1 ft is 12 times as long 
as 1 in. Express the length of a 
4 ft snake as 48 in. Generate a 
conversion table for feet and inches 
listing the number pairs (1, 12), (2, 
24), (3, 36) .

Math. 4.MD.A.2 Use the four operations 
to solve word problems involving 
distances, intervals of time, liquid 
volumes, masses of objects, and 
money, including problems involving 
simple fractions or decimals, and 
problems that require expressing 
measurements given in a larger 

unit in terms of a smaller unit. 
Represent measurement quantities 
using diagrams such as number 
l ine diagrams that feature a 
measurement scale.

Math. 4.MD.A.3 Apply the area and 
perimeter formulas for rectangles 
in real world and mathematical 
problems. For example, find the 
width of a rectangular room given 
the area of the flooring and the 
length, by viewing the area formula 
as a multiplication equation with an 
unknown factor.

n DIRECTIONS 
It is important that you remember 

that this is a lesson that can be altered 
and adapted to f it your personal 
school’s curriculum and timeline. Use 
of your schools text book/resources is 
recommended. 

Preferred Background Knowledge: 
Understanding of measurement tools

Lesson Preparation:
k The teacher should first arrange 

to have a present from Peri Meter 
delivered to the door (This is best 
when the administrator, or someone 
whom the class is familiar with 
delivers it). 

k To prepare the present, find three 
boxes that differ in size and that can 
be wrapped and fit into one another. 
First, start with the volume box - a 
box that is small enough that when 
using a ruler to find volume, the 
numbers will not get too big.

k P lac e  t he  math  supe r he ro 
certificates, letter 4, and a treat (I 
used a pencil, eraser, and a treat 
to go with the math style theme) in 
the volume box. Wrap the box and 
place it inside a box that is just a 
little bit bigger.
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k Next, use the box that is a little bit 
larger for the area box. This box 
should be big enough to hold the 
volume box, a small treat, and letter 
3. When all three of these items are 
placed inside the box, seal the area 
box and wrap it. Place the area box 
inside a box that is also a little bit 
larger. 

k Finally, place the area box in a box 
that is a little bit larger to be used 
for the perimeter box. Make sure 
the perimeter box is big enough to 
hold the area box, a treat, and letter 
2. When all three things are placed 
in the box, wrap it, place a bow on 
it, and place letter 1 on the box. 

k Have someone deliver the box to 
your classroom before you start the 
lesson, saying that they found it in 
the office, or you could have the 
office buzz down to let you know 
that there is a package in the office 
for your class. 
* I  p lac ed  Dum - Dums and 

Smarties in the first box because 
it was incorporated in the letter 
that they will f ind when the 
perimeter box is opened. 

* In the second box I placed 
something sugary and sour to 
keep the students motivated and 
because it was also incorporated 
into the letter. 

* In the final box, there should 
be something that can be used 
during math time (a pencil, eraser, 
etc.). Also, for the student’s hard 
work and motivation, I placed a 
math certificate in the final box 
(it is attached to this document).

Continuing the Lesson:
 The class activator (above) should 

span over a period of time that will 
give the teacher administering this 
time to accurately review, teach, or 
enrich the concepts of perimeter, 
area, and volume. The attached 
letters will describe what the student 
will be doing to open the boxes 

(calculating perimeter, area, and 
volume).

 Af ter each letter is open, the 
teacher should then focus solely on 
the concept that was addressed in 
the letter from the Math Maniac (in 
this case Peri Meter) before the box 
is opened. 

Suggestions for each of the 
concepts:

PERIMETER: 
• Show the students an interactive 

website that quizzes and explains 
perimeter from: 

www.studyjams.com
• Read Perimeter, Area, and 

Volume by David Adler to the 
students to help them understand 
the concept. 

• Have the students use grid paper 
to draw different size rectangles 
and squares and locate the area 
based on the square units of the 
paper. 

• Use tape to create shapes on 
the ground and label the side of 
each piece. The students will use 
rulers and meter sticks to find the 
perimeter of the shape. 

AREA: 
• Show the students an interactive 

website that quizzes and explains 
perimeter from: 

www.studyjams.com
• Read Spaghetti and Meatballs 

for All!: A Mathematical Story by 
Marilyn Burns to the students 
to help them understand the 
concept.

• Students can compute area 
by using Cheese-Its to build 
different arrays. 

• Students are given square 
centimeter grid paper and draw 
their name. Find the area of each 
letter and then find total area of 
the student’s name. 

• Using real life situations (area of 
a room, rug, football field, etc) 
students will compute area using 
the formula in different units of 
measurement. Provide pictures 
of real situations. 

VOLUME:
• Show the students an interactive 

website that quizzes and explains 
perimeter from: 

www.studyjams.com
• Read Mighty Math: Cosmic 

Geometry by Edmark to the 
students to help them understand 
the concept.

• Students will measure different 
size cubes and boxes to calculate 
the area.

• Students can use pop cubes to 
build shapes and then calculate 
the area using the formula. 

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Assessment can be holistic through 

observation, or the teacher can assess 
the students by having the students 
write down their findings of the different 
presents that are provided by Peri Meter. 

Students will also journal in their 
math journals to summarize their 
learning. Depending on the activities 
that the instructor uses to teach the 
concepts that are introduced from the 
Math Maniac, assessment will vary.

n EXTENSION
This activity is designed with 

extension in mind. The activity can be as 
short or as long as the teacher would like 
it to be. The students learn the concepts 
as the layers are revealed. The teacher 
may choose to stretch it out throughout 
each concept lesson, or do a lesson a 
day. Surviving the Math Curse will also 
keep kids on edge to receive the next 
assignment from the next Math Maniac. 
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Mr. Farrell’s Class,

 Hello! What a tragedy to hear that you have been math cursed, 

how will you ever break it? I’ll tell you what, someone once told me 

that the more math you learn, the better chance you have to break 

the curse. You’re in luck because I heard through the grapevine 

that you just finished learning about _________________ and that 

you are now ________________ wiz kids! Congratulations!!! For your 

awesomeness in math I would like to reward you with a present, 

and hopefully help you on the way of breaking your curse. However, 

I can’t just let you open my gift right away. Since you’re such 

amazing math students, this gift comes with a challenge. Before you 

can open this package, you are going to have to use your awesome 

measurement skills and find the perimeter of this box in inches. 

Once you find the perimeter in inches, the treasures inside this box 

are all yours. Good Luck on your challenge and I hope you enjoy the 

wonders inside this box. Your teacher will be the ultimate decision 

maker for this challenge, so it’s up to you to learn the necessary 

knowledge and skills you need to complete the challenge. Basically 

what I am trying to say is PAY ATTENTION and BE ON YOUR BEST 

BEHAVIOR!!!! It is the only way that the curse can be broken. 

    Good Luck and May your 

      Math Journey be Math Magical!!!!!

     The GREATEST MATH MANIAC EVER,  

      Peri Meter

Lesson Plan No. 1: Additional Information
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Mr. Farrell’s Class,

 Since you’re getting this letter, you obviously figured out the 

perimeter of the other box. Way to go!!! You’re on your way to being 

a geometry mad man (or women)!!!! By now you have noticed that there 

is another box inside the one that you have already solved. Since 

you were no “Dum Dum” and solved the problem, enjoy some Smarties. 

The next box that you find holds yet another challenge if you choose 

to accept. The box that you now see is also a special box. The 

surprise that you found with the first box could or could not get 

even better in the second box, but before you get to opening the 

second box, this is your challenge: Find the area of the new box in 

inches and whatever it holds can be yours. Remember your teacher is 

the ultimate decider in whether you get to complete the challenge 

or not, so pay attention, learn the necessary skills you need to 

solve it, and BE ON YOUR BEST BEHAVIOR! Enjoy your first reward… 

and don’t forget that the more you learn, the closer you get to 

breaking the curse. I hope the next box holds something even more 

rewarding!!!!! 

    Good Luck and May your 

      Math Journey be Math Magical!!!!!

     The GREATEST MATH MANIAC EVER,  

      Peri Meter

Lesson Plan No. 1: Additional Information
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Mr. Farrell’s Class,

 If you’re reading this letter, you have completed yet another 
challenge, and cracked the code to find the area of the last box. 
That means that you now know how to find perimeter and area!!! How 
awesome are you?! Mastering these math skills is putting you even 
one step closer to being a SUPER MATH GENIUS!!!! I hope that the 
funny look on your faces is from the love for math that you have, 
and not the sweet and sour treat that you found in the last box. I 
hope that your mathematical journey has been a good one and you are 
becoming more and more confident with your measurement and geometry 
math skills. So guess what? There was another box inside the last 
one (if you haven’t noticed yet, I’m a little worried). This box is a 
very, very special box. This box gives us the hardest challenge we 
have yet to face. In this box is something very special that will 
help you along on your math journey, but before you get into it, 
you know the drill. The challenge I give you to get into this box, 
is to find the volume. Be prepared to endure big numbers and longer 
equations. The challenge, if you dare, is all yours. So if you 
choose to accept and solve the problem the treasures inside are all 
yours. And remember the decision to solve the problem is ultimately 
up to your teacher, so if they think it’s too hard they can choose 
to decline (this is where you cry and beg to keep going). Remember 
to pay attention, learn the skills you need to use, and BE on YOUR 
BEST BEHAVIOR!!!

    Good Luck and May your 

      Math Journey be Math Magical!!!!!

     The GREATEST MATH MANIAC EVER,  

      Peri Meter

Lesson Plan No. 1: Additional Information
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Mr. Farrell’s Class,

 You did it!!! You cracked the third and final box! You have 

made me so proud! You should now consider yourselves geometry 

and measurement SUPERHEROS!!! You broke through all three of the 

challenges with no problem!! You should be patting yourself on the 

back right now because you now know how to find perimeter, area, 

and volume!!!! I hope that you enjoy your rewards. You should also 

be proud because with your new certificates, you are official “Math 

Super Heroes”!!!! Congratulations on your new knowledge and mastery 

of the new skills that you have learned! Sadly, this challenge did 

NOT break the curse, but you are one step closer to saving yourself 

from constant math doom! I know that through your math journey you 

will go even further and become great mathematicians one day! I 

will be in contact with my Math Maniac Minions, so be prepared to 

find even more challenges, puzzles, and mysterious things heading 

your way. It’s been great sending all of you on a MathMagical 

journey. Good Luck!!

     The GREATEST MATH MANIAC EVER,  

      Peri Meter

Lesson Plan No. 1: Additional Information



“Surviving the Math Curse” Joshua Farrell
LP No 2: Surviving the Math Curse with the Help of the Math Maniacs

n SUBJECTS COVERED
Math, Reading, and Writing

n GRADES
4th grade, but also covers review 
concepts from 3rd, and previews 5th 
grade.

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will… 

… recall familiar math concepts 
… be more interested in math
… be able to recall summarize 

through the reading and writing 
content areas in math

n SUNSHINE STATE 
STANDARDS 

LA.4.1.7.3- The student will determine 
explicit ideas and information in 
grade-level text, including but 
not limited to main idea, relevant 
suppo r t i ng  de t a i l s ,  imp l i ed 
message, inferences, chronological 
order of events, summarizing, and 
paraphrasing;

LA.4.1.7.1- The student will identify the 
purpose of text features (e.g., format, 
graphics, sequence, diagrams, 
illustrations, charts, maps);

LA.4.4.2.3- the student will write 
informational/expository essays 
that contain introductory, body, and 
concluding paragraphs;

n MATERIALS
• The children’s book Math Curse by 

Jon Scieszka 
• A “Math Curse” bulletin board/wall 

space
• Letter from the Math Maniacs Head 

Quarters 
• 23 Composition Notebooks
• Pencils 
• Posterboard

n DIRECTIONS 

Preferred Background Knowledge:
  Students should have knowledge 

of how to write a summary. 
k The teacher will read the students 

Math Curse  and ask guided 
questions with the students. 

k Next, the teacher will then ask the 
students to write a short summary 
of what the book was about. 

k The teacher will then talk to the 
students about what it would be like 
to be “math cursed.” The students 
will write a narrative story about 
the day that they became “math 
cursed.”

k The lesson will end.
k Before the students come in the 

next day, the teacher will create a 
bulletin board that has the heading 
“The Math Curse.” This can be as 
involved or simple as possible. 

k The teacher will pin the attached 
letter to the bulletin board (hand 
written and creative is best).

k The teacher will then read the letter 
to the class and inform them that 
they are to be on the look out for 
any messages that we may get that 
could be from the math maniacs. 

k The following day or within the 
same week, the teacher should 
begin with another Math Maniac 
lesson, based on the concept that 
they will be teaching in math. 

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed based 

on their ability to summarize what the 
story is about in their math journals. 
Additional assessments will happen 
as the students come in contact with 
the different parts of the math curse 
and accept challenges from the Math 
Maniacs.

n EXTENSION
This activity is designed with 

extension in mind. The activity can be as 
short or as long as the teacher would like 
it to be. The students learn the concepts 
as the layers are revealed. The teacher 
may choose to stretch it out throughout 
each concept lesson, or do a lesson a 
day. Surviving the Math Curse will also 
keep kids on edge to receive the next 
assignment from the next Math Maniac. 

H H H
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HIGGIDY BIGGIDY, HIGGIDY BIGGIDY and all that mumbo jumbo……

Greetings Mr. Farrell’s Class,

 My name is, well that is not important! Just know that I regret to 

inform you that you have officially been MATH CURSED! This curse will haunt 

you wherever you go. You will forever think about math and use it in the 

most unexpected places. You think the boy in the story you read had it bad, 

you have NO IDEA! There is only one way to break the math curse and go on 

living a normal life without the nuisance of numbers always on your tail, 

and luckily I know just the way to help you… You see, I am part of a secret 

brigade of Math Maniacs that LIVE for math! Our jobs are to go around and 

seek out poor, math cursed classes and help to restore the order. The only 

problem with this, is that some of my team members have wacky and crazy 

ways of helping out. Some of them get pleasure in helping  break the curse 

through challenging and teasing kids. I’ll never understand why they are 

the way they are, but that is not the point! The Math Maniacs and I want 

to help you with your problem! Keep a look out for challenges, letters, 

messages, riddles, and more to pop-up in your classroom. I took the liberty 

of decorating this space on your teacher’s wall… I hope they won’t mind. 

This is how us Math Maniacs will help you to crack the curse. We will 

send awesome math activities your way and even provide you with some great 

resources on my beautiful ( I like to brag) Math Curse board. The most 

important thing about this though, is that you don’t panic. Together with 

the help of the Math Maniacs and your teacher, we will crack this curse and 

get your life back to normal. Remember, you have to learn all the math that 

you can before the code is cracked. Pay attention and one of my Maniacs will 

be in contact with your teacher very soon.

   A member of the Math And Terrible Curse Maniacs Association

        a.k.a MATH MANIACS!

Lesson Plan No. 2: Additional Information



“Surviving the Math Curse” Joshua Farrell
Lesson Plan No 3: Shopping Spree with Equi Valent

n SUBJECTS COVERED
Math, Reading, and Writing

n GRADES
4th grade, but also covers review 
concepts from 3rd.

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will… 

… be able to identify equivalent 
fractions, percents, and decimals 

… be able to summarize about 
learning in the math content area

n SUNSHINE STATE 
STANDARDS 

MA.4.A.6.5: Relate halves, fourths, 
tenths, and hundredths to decimals 
and percents.

MA.4.A.2.3: Relate equivalent fractions 
and decimals with and without 
models, including locations on a 
number line.

n COMMOM CORE 
 STATE STANDARDS 
Math.4.NF.C.6 Use decimal notation for 

fractions with denominators 10 or 
100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 
62/100; describe a length as 0.62 
meters; locate 0.62 on a number 
line diagram.

Math. 4.NF.C.7 Compare two decimals to 
hundredths by reasoning about their 
size. Recognize that comparisons 
are valid only when the two decimals 
refer to the same whole. Record 
the results of comparisons with the 
symbols >, =, or <, and justify the 
conclusions, e.g., by using a visual 
model.

n MATERIALS
• letters from Equi Valent to introduce 

the lesson
• Math journal
• Flash drive 
• Decimal, Fraction, and percent 

circles
• Any additional resources to teach 

decimal, percent, and fraction 
• Equivalents
• Equi Valent Challenge sheets 

(attached)

n DIRECTIONS 
*Remember,  these lessons are 
designed to motivate and introduce 
students to math concepts, they may be 
edited, adapted, or changed to fit your 
classroom.
Preferred Background Knowledge: 
 Understanding that decimals, 

fractions, and percents are less 
than one whole, and that decimals 
are an extension of the base-ten 
number system.

Lesson Preparation:  
k Prepare the letter from Equi Valent 

to be delivered in some way to your 
classroom. Also, prepare yourself 
with the proper materials to teach 
lessons about fractions, percents, 
and decimals. 

Continuing the Lesson: 
cBegin the lesson by reading the 

letter from the math maniac to 
your students. This particular math 
maniac should be read with a 
stereotypical valley-girl type voice. 

k After reading through Equi Valent’s 
problems, brainstorm with the class 
where they have seen fractions, 
decimals, and percents in the 
stores. 

k After discussing this, have the 
students prepare their math journals 
by writing in them about this. 

k Show the students the Budget 
form and problem sheets that Equi 
Valent sent as the challenge. 

k This lesson can continue as long or 
as short as you would like it to go. 
Make copies of the Challenge from 
Equivalent, and have the students 
paste it into their notebooks. 

k When you feel that the students 
have had enough lessons to 
understand equivalent fractions, 
decimals, and percents, have the 
kids solve the problem that Equi 
Valent was having. 

k After the students have solved the 
problem by learning with hands-on 
manipulatives (such as the ones 
provided with this grant), have the 
next Equi Valent letter delivered, 
and read it to the kids. 

k Make sure that the kids are 
journaling in their math journals 
during every math lesson. 

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Assessment can be holist ic 

through observation, or the teacher 
can assess the students by having the 
students write down their findings of 
the different presents that are provided 
by Equi Valent. 

Students will also journal in their 
math journals to summarize their 
learning. Depending on the activities 
that the instructor uses to teach the 
concepts that are introduced from the 
Math Maniac, assessment will vary.

n EXTENSION
This activity is designed with 

extension in mind. The activity can be as 
short or as long as the teacher would like 
it to be. The students learn the concepts 
as the layers are revealed. The teacher 
may choose to stretch it out throughout 
each concept lesson, or do a lesson a 
day. Surviving the Math Curse will also 
keep kids on edge to receive the next 
assignment from the next Math Maniac. 

H H H
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The following letter can be edited to come as an 
email, text message, snail mail, or anonymous letter.

 Like OMG! 

Hey Mr. Farrell’s class, my name is Equi Valent, and I am the cutest, 

most like popular Math Maniac out there! How are you ladies and gentlemen 

doing? I’m sure you’re wondering how I’m doing too, of course you are! So 

the other day, I was out shopping right, and I LOVE shopping, but this 

day that I went out was a total bummer. It definitely put a frown on my 

gorgeous look. Frowns do NOT match my outfits. So Anyways, I was out and 

about and my plan was to buy some new outfits at my favorite discount 

shopping center (who doesn’t love a sale?), grab some pizza with my best 

girly friends, and then have my car washed at the car wash because they 

were running a special and I am on a budget. Well, things did not go 

so smoothly. Living such a fabulous life on a budget can be really hard 

sometimes. You see, the shopping center had so many great sales, but 

everything was marked off by percent signs, the pizza was being sold by 

the slice, and the car wash was all funky priced with the discounts being 

fractions of the normal prices. I was totally bummed out about trying to 

figure out how much money I was going to be able to spend. You see, I am 

on a budget and I could not let my shopping spree go over $50. I hear 

you’re all Math Cursed, and it is my job as the most amazingly fabulous 

Math Maniac to help you get all like uncursed. So here’s the deal, you 

help me relive my fun day of discount shopping by figuring out how I can 

enjoy some pizza, buy some amazing clothes, and get my car all squeaky 

clean again, and I will help you get one step closer to being free from 

that stinky-old math curse, ew! Listen to your teacher, have some awesome 

fun learning about decimals, percents, and fractions, and may your math 

journey be like, Math magical! LOL! Sorry, I love saying that!

                    Equi Valent 
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The following letter can be edited to come as an 
email, text message, snail mail, or anonymous letter.

    

SKWEEEEEEEEEEE!

 You guys are like totally awesome! Thank you a billion for helping 

me figure out these problems with fractions, decimals, and percents. I 

totally LOVE math (and shopping), but I was so frustrated with these 

stores making it hard to shop on a dime. So like I told you, you help 

me, and I will help you be one step closer to being less math cursed. So 

here’s my advice on how to be uncursed: Keep working hard on math like 

everyday, and before you know it, another Math Maniac will be around to 

help you get uncursed too. Well, there it is, that’s all I got, but like 

thanks again for being so AMAZING! Keep up on the math ladies and gents, 

and may your math journey be Mathmagical.

        Hugs, 

          Equi Valent
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Equi Valent’s Shopping Spree Fiasco
Lesson Plan No. 3: Additional Information

Okay my awesome lovelies, here’s the scoop. I have budgeted out my funds and I have $50 to 
enjoy a day of shopping, but today must be “Let’s Confuse Equi Day”, because all the price tags 
and signs are all weird with these decimal, percent, and fraction signs. Help me figure out how 
I can manage to go through my day and still buy some clothes, chow down on some pizza, and 
get my car washed all for $50. 

         <3 Equi Valent

Stop #1: SHOPPING at Trend D Discount Clothing Store 
* ATTENTION SHOPPERS for today’s super sale, all shirts and shoes are 50% off, shorts are 25% off, and all accessories 

are 75% off! Enjoy shopping!
 So I went a little overboard when I saw the message about the discount and threw a lot of clothes into my shopping basket. 

Here’s what I have and the price tags that are on them: sparkly flip-flops $14, khaki shorts $20, and a cute headband for 
$12. Help! How much did I spend, I don’t understand the advertisement with these percent signs! How much did I spend? 

   Total Spent at Trend D? ________________________________
   Total Left for Pizza and Car Wash?_________________________

Stop #2: Lunch at Papa Pepperonis Pizza Palace
*Today’s lunch special: 1 whole pizza is $20, ½ of a pizza is $10, ¼ of a pizza is $6.  

 So this lunch special looks like so cheap, but it looks like a lot of food, and I am always trying to watch my weight, so I keep 
looking good! I only want a little bit of pizza, so I figured that I could eat 3 pieces. The pizzas come in slices of 12. Can you 
help me figure out how much my three pieces are going to cost! Oh, and I want a soda for $2.

   Cost of 3 slices of pizza _____________________________
   Total Spent so far _________________________________
   Total left for Car wash_______________________________

Stop #3: Car Washing at Supa’ Clean Car Cleaners 

 Today’s Car Cleaning Specials are: Deluxe Car Wash  .....................$12 ¾ 
  Vacuuming  ............................... $4 ½
  Tire Scrubbing  ......................... $6 ¼
  All of the Above  .......................$19 9/10

   Which options can I get done at the car wash, and still stay within budget? _______________________
   How much did I spend at the Car Wash? ____________________
   Did I have any money left?______________________

 Like, Thanks, Ladies and Gents! I feel so much better that I got to have a lot of fun today 
and still stay in budget! Keep up being awesome!

         Love Always,
         Equi Valent <3
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n SUBJECTS COVERED
Math, Reading, and Writing

n GRADES
4th grade

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will… 

… be able to recognize algebraic 
expressions 

… be able to identify the variable in 
an algebraic expression

… be able to substitute a number 
for a variable

n SUNSHINE STATE 
STANDARDS 

MA.4.A.4.3: Recognize and write 
algebraic expressions for functions 
with two operations.

MA.4.A .4.1:  Generate algebraic 
rules and use all four operations 
to describe patterns, including 
nonnumeric growing or repeating 
patterns.

n COMMOM CORE 
 STATE STANDARDS 
Math. 4.OA.A .3 Solve mult istep 

word problems posed with whole 
numbers and having whole-number 
answers using the four operations, 
inc luding problems in which 
remainders must be interpreted. 
Represent these problems using 
equations with a letter standing for 
the unknown quantity. Assess the 
reasonableness of answers using 
mental computation and estimation 
strategies including rounding.

Math. 4.OA.C.5 Generate a number or 
shape pattern that follows a given 
rule. Identify apparent features of 
the pattern that were not explicit in 
the rule itself. For example, given 
the rule “Add 3” and the starting 
number 1, generate terms in the 
resulting sequence and observe 
that the terms appear to alternate 
between odd and even numbers. 
Explain informally why the numbers 
will continue to alternate in this way.

n MATERIALS
• Attached Letter from Alge Bro
• Math Journal and Pencil
• Attached Alge Bro Challenge
• Learning Shore Games for 

Reinforcement 

n DIRECTIONS 

Preferred Background Knowledge: 
• General knowledge of simple 

operations
• Understanding of variables, and 

equations vs. expressions

Lesson Preparation:  
k Read the students the letter that 

was sent from Alge Bro.

Continuing the Lesson: 
k Begin the lesson by reading the 

letter from the math maniac to 
your students. This particular math 
maniac should be read with a 
stereotypical surfer type voice. 

k After reading through Alge Bro’s 
problems, brainstorm with the class 
where they have seen algebra 
before.

k After discussing this, have the 
students prepare their math journals 
by writing in them about this. 

k Show the students the print out of 
the website that has the messed 
up tickets on the Extreme Sport 
website.

k This lesson can continue as long or 
as short as you would like it to go. 
Make copies of the Challenge from 
Alge Bro, and have the students 
paste it into their notebooks. 

k When you feel that the students 
have had enough lessons to 
understand algebra, have them 
solve the problem from Alge Bro. 

k After the students have solved the 
problem by learning with hands-on 
manipulatives (such as the ones 
provided with this grant), have the 
next Alge Bro letter delivered, and 
read it to the kids. 

k Make sure that the kids are 
journaling in their math journals 
during every math lesson.  

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Assessment can be holistic through 

observation, or the teacher can assess 
the students by having the students 
write down their findings of the different 
presents that are provided by Equi 
Valent. 

Students will also journal in their 
math journals to summarize their 
learning. Depending on the activities 
that the instructor uses to teach the 
concepts that are introduced from the 
Math Maniac, assessment will vary.

n EXTENSION
This activity is designed with 

extension in mind. The activity can be as 
short or as long as the teacher would like 
it to be. The students learn the concepts 
as the layers are revealed. The teacher 
may choose to stretch it out throughout 
each concept lesson, or do a lesson a 
day. Surviving the Math Curse will also 
keep kids on edge to receive the next 
assignment from the next Math Maniac.

H H H
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Lesson Plan No. 4: Additional Information

Dudes and Dudettes,

What’s up my friends, My name is Algebraic Algorithm, but that’s way 

too serious for me, so you can call me Algebro. I am the coolest, most 

gnarly of all the Math Maniacs.  Man, I love having a good time, and 

living the extreme life. Other than riding the awesome wave of math, 

I live for surfing, snowboarding, and any extreme sport that I can get 

my hands on. There’s just this awesome rush when you’re flying through 

the air, or riding face first down a mountain, can you dig it!? So as 

a math maniac, I got to lend you a hand in getting rid of that bogus 

math curse that is harshing all your mellows. I figured the best way 

to help you is by having you help me solve some extreme sports issues 

I have been having. Like I told you, I am totally about the rush of 

extreme sports, and sometimes that requires me to travel the globe. 

Whether I am traveling to Asia to scale a mountain, or Australia to 

scuba dive, I am forever on the open road. You might be wondering how 

this is a problem, or how traveling has anything to do with math? Well 

my brilliant buddy, do I have a challenge for you. I have been buying 

my traveling tickets from this new company for extreme sportsters like 

myself, and it has been great! I want to book a few trips for this 

summer, but their website has gone all haywire, their tickets are missing 

numbers, and they put some letters in their places. One of my math 

buddies told me that all I had to do was some algebra, and everything 

would be back all rad again, and I could order my tickets. Listen my 

rad dudes and dudettes, you help me get my tickets ordered by figuring 

out this algebra craziness, and I’ll help you get uncursed. 

Thanks for being so tubular and helping me out, yo! 

       Surfs Up!

       Alge BRO!
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WOOOOAHHHH!

How super are you guys! You have tackled that 

harsh website and helped me figure out how to get 

my tickets ordered for my next crazy trips! I am 

so proud to call you my bros (and gals). Now that 

you have helped me, I want to keep me scouts honor, 

and help you out. So here is what you are going 

to do to send this math curse on it’s own little 

trip: keep on being the extreme math experts you 

are, and learn all that your stellar teacher has to 

teach you. Before you know it, this curse will be 

behind you, and you can join me in the Amazon for 

some totally awesome zip lining! SWEEETT!!!! Keep it 

up kids, and may your math journey be mathmagical!

           

     Later,

     Alge Bro
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Extreme Sportsters Travel Website 
The Travel Site for ALL Thrill-Seekers

Hiking in the Himalayas 

Ticket price: $20 less than twice a 
number H when H equals $100.

Swimming with Sea Monsters
 

Ticket price: A number S plus $65 when 
S equals $95.

Running with Rhinos

Ticket price: Half a number R increased 
by $50, when R is $200. 

Scaling the Smokeys

Ticket price: 
$70 less than 1/4 of $800.

Flying with Flamingos

Ticket price: A number F increased by 
25.75 when F equals $200.25
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Congratulations,

You have officially broken the math curse by using 

your intelligence, courage, and dedication. We are so 

proud of you for all that you have done. Who would 

have thought that you would have broken the curse so 

quickly? We knew you could do it! Whenever you see 

a challenge, don’t ever let it get you down, you are 

unstoppable! Math will never seem so easy now that 

you know all you know from saving yourself from the 

math curse. From all of the Math Maniacs here at the 

secret math head quarters, keep working hard, and may 

your math journey always be mathmagical!

      Math Maniacs 

Wrap Up Letter
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Amazon.com Math Curse Book 11.25 1 11.25

  Perimeter, Area, and Volume by David Adler 14.49 1 14.49

  Flash Drive 16GB 11.50 1 11.50

Target  Wrapping Paper 2.99 1 2.99

  Student Composition Notebooks 1.25 23 28.75

Lakeshore Learning Volume / Linking Cubes 19.99 1 19.99

  Magnetic Base Ten Set 8.99 1 8.99

  Decimal, Fraction, and Percent Circles 24.99 1 24.99

  Factor Triangles 24.99 1 24.99

  Test Prep Math Rings 24.99 1 24.99

Oriental Trading Incentive Package 19.99 1 19.99

 

  

Joshua Farrell

Ridgeview Global Studies Academy

$192.92

$192.92
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Student Name _______________________________________________________________

Math - Problem Solving : Perimeter, Area, and Volume


